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John Stuart Mill on Representative Government 

Najma Waglay 

This thesis examines John Stuart Mill's philosophy of 

government from the perspectives of the individual in society 

and of society and its institutions. A critique of scholarly 

opinion regatding Mill's philosophy on representation leads to 

a repudiation of charges of inconsistency and elitism. mile 
p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

it concurs with revieionist interpretations, which stress the 

systematic and democratic aspects of Mill's thought, it 

advecates a third position. A broader interpretation is 

reached by the inclusion and coaeideration of Mill ' s political 

solutions. After a brief discussion of the historical 

background of  late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century 

England three major topics are examined. The first is Mill's 

theoretical approach to representative government, which 

requires* an analysis of his views regarding the political 

iii 



development of society, the development of representative 

goverment, the individual in society and the nature of "trueW 

and "falsen democracies. Special attention i a  given to Mill's 

reaction to the political thought of Alexis de Tocqueville. 

The second is Mill's approach to politics, which leads to an 

examination of British policies in regard to representation, 

the Refonn Movement, British party politics, the weighted 

franchise and women' s suffrage. Special attention is given to 

the impact of Hare's proposals of personal representation on 

Mill's thought. The third examines the contemporary 

controversy regarding Mill ' a work. 
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CKAPTER f 

PRELIMINARIES 

John Stuart Mill has significantly contributed to the 

enormous body of litetature on the advent of democracy in 

nineteenth-century Britaih. Hallmarks of his participation, 

as prolif ic writer and major political participant, are found 

not only i n  the debate itself but a l so  i n  h i s  conttoversial 

contribution to the then alteady highly charged topic of 

"representative government . Both the t op ic  and Mill's work 

remain controversial . The central postulate of Mill's thought 
on representation i s  that no group in society ought to have 

power over any other group, not numerically, not by privilege 

of class and wealth, and not even 

polit ical agenda consequently had two 

he intended to reduce aristocratie 

Brit ish  goverment, and, secondly, he 

by education. Mill ' s 

radical aims : Éirstly, 

privilege within the 

intended to replace it 

not with a form o f  government that would allow the hegemony of 

the numerically largeet group, but with one that would ensure 

the representation of al1 sections of society. He was 

inspired by a democratic f o m  of government to the extent that 

it provided the framework within which he could develop his 

ideal society, h i s  "trueN democracy. It is for these reasons 

1. 



that Mill has been the object of diverse criticism. 

Two m a  j or trends characterire the his toriography . 
Eatlier scholara, for the most part, found Mill's work on 

representative goverment to be unsystematic, inconsistent and 

elitist. In the last two deeades revisionist interpretations 

have stressed the systematic, consistent and even democratic 

thinking undetlying his phi1osophy.l While this thesis 

essentially concurs with the latter interptetat ion, it will 

put foward a third position. Scholats have, for the most 

part, neglected the central importance of Thomas Harets 

proposals f o r  refom of the electoral system in which Mill's 

theoretical ideals are realized . Interpretation of Mill ' s 

thought in isolation of its political application, is 

responsible for some of the rnisrepresentations that remain 

points of contention. The position taken here, to interpret 

Mill in terms of Hare, has to be cogent, since it is a course 

that Mill himself prescribes. It will be demonstrated that 

M i l l  discarded much of his own thinking in practical politics 

when he adopted Harets eystem, because it was more consistent 

and could better integrate h i s  theoretical precepts. Mill, 

within the context of Hare, leads to a reinterpretation of the 

evidence . This essay leads unequivocally to the conclusion 

that, asseseed as a complete socio-political system, Mill's 

thinking is highly systematized and coherent and supports 

neither an elitist nor a "purelyn democratic form of 

government. 



Hia toriography 

The two major historiographical trends pertinent to this 

study have been discussed above. Despite the enonnous body of 

litetatute on the advent of democracy in nineteenth-century 

Britain the historiography is ptedominantly history as a 

reflection of the preoccupations and moral problems of the 

mling  c lass .  While Mill himself expands the discussion to 

draw in marginalized groups : the working classes, minority 

groups and women on an equal basis, he nonetheless contributes 

to this paradigm. 

Scopa o f  Study 

This thesis w i l l  examine the unique philosophical system 

developed by John Stuart Mill in order to meet the socio- 

political challenges of the period from 1840 to 1870. This is 

a vast topic,  since Mill has integrated his political thinking 

into a complete, systematic philosophy of society in a l1  its 

dimensions. While the focus of this study w i l l  necessarily be 

on issues related ta representative government, it would be a 

distorted representation if major elernents of the whole should 

be excluded. Questions as to whether or not Mill was a 

utilitarian, a revisionist utilitarian or rejected utilitarian 

philosophy cannot be entered into in detail, yet it is clear 

that he neither fully adopts not rejects his heritage.' Mill 

vas educated by his fathet to be the intellectual he ir  to the 

utilitarsan philosopher Jeremy Bentham, and al though he 



eventually te j ected certain key elements of Bentham' s 

doctrine, the Utilitarian influence on Mill's tbought cannot 

be  ignored. We must examine Mill as thinker and writer, on 

the one hand, and as active parliamentarian on the other. 

Following an outline of Mill's social and political thought we 

will proceed to a critical analysis of four issues: his 

political ideae a8 they compare and contrast with those within 

his milieu, his support of Thomas Hare's m t i ç q  pn th? 

ect jpn  pf mreseaativeg, women' s suif rage and the validity 

of the claims of h i e  critics. These topics were chosen 

because they bear upoz the theoretical rigour of Mill's 

thought and its direct practical application to politics, its 

univetaality of outlook and above a l 1  the on-going debate and 

controversy that  still surrounds his work. clear evidence of 

Mill's influence on and relevance to scholars even now at the 

end of the twentieth century. Mill has a real title to a 

place in history i f ,  as Jacob Burckhardt claims, history is, 

"the record of what one age finds worthy of note in anocher. 

This etudy relies heavily on Mill1 s own extensive works , 

recently compiled and edited by John M. Robson and others.' 

Qn w, -ati= PEI Eepr~sentative Gave- and 

his speeches and correspondence have been given the greatest 

attention. Scholarly contribution is vast, and I have limited 



my discussion to only those scholars who have written on 

issues directly relevant to the problem of representation. 

Even here 1 have had to res t r ic t  cornent to only a small 

portion of recent secondary literature. Quotations are 

extensive due t a  the highly controversial issues of 

interpretation. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORKAL BACKGROUND 

At the turn of the nineteenth century political power 

rested firmly with the aristocracy, by 1832 the franchise 

included t h e  middle classes, and between 1832 and 1867 the 

enfranchisement of the working classes and women framed the 

great English political debate. The first half of the 

nineteenth century can be described as a revolutionary period 

in the history of England, influenced as it was by the events 

of the Revolution in France and the results of the Industrial 

Revolution. John Locke's radical rationalisrn, which formed 

the central canon of Whig and Liberal political philosophy for 

almost two centuries after the publication of TWQ T r e a t i w  

Governent in the la te  seventeenth century, supported and 

promoted the ideas of the Glorious Revolution of 1688 and so 

favoured the curtailment of privilege. The Rockingham Whig 

patty, for example, took pride in their place in a Whig 

tradition stretching back to the Glorious Revolution. A party 

strongly hostile to privilege of court and king they, in the 

1760s, offered resistance to George III, who, they believed, 

was aiming at increasing the power of the monarchy.' 

Lockean principles a t  the core of Whig philosophy were 

tested by the French Revolution with its rhetoric of liberty 



and equality. The final decades of the eighteenth century saw 

these ideas challenged by the romanticism of statesmen like 

~dmund Burke, one of the leading members of the Rockingham 

Whigs in Parliament. The French Revolution furnished Burke 

with the opportunity to define the ideological consenratism of 

the period in his Peflections a R e v ~ l u t i ~  Ln F s a m  

(1790) with its strongly anti-revolutionary ideas. Burke 

dissociated the rhetoric of 1688 from that of the French 

Revolution. He argued that government by aristocratic rule 

and the concept of private property, secured in the free 

institutions of Britain, were fully compatible with the ideals 

of the -Glorious Revolution. Burke's civil state supported 

traditional institutions, practices and laws, which had 

developed oves generations of time. He called for state 

promotion of stratification in society by advancing the theory 

that men had equal rights, but that they did not have a right 

to an equal share of power or property. The aristocracy are 

of paramount importance, "...these are the circumstances that 

fonn what 1 cal1 a 'natuzal aristocracy' without which there 

is no nation."' Burke did not envisage a society in which 

al1 men are politically equal. Some govern and others obey, 

" .  . . those who attempt to level, never equalise. . . .In a l 1  

societies some description must be uppermost."' Levellers 

only penrert the natural order of society. In 1794 opposing 

ideologies led to a schism in the Whig Party highlighting the 

French Revolution as a watershed in the development of British 



political thought. The Consenative Portland Whigs, opposed 

to the French Revolution, broke with the Democratic Foxites, 

led by Charles James Fox, who roundly supported it. 

Utilitarian philosophy challenged Burkean conservatism. 

John Stuart Mill inherited this philosophy, dominant in 

British political thought from the late eighteenth to the last 

quarter of the nineteenth century, from Jeremy Bentham and his 

father James M i l l ,  a disciple of Bentham's. It rests on a 

concept of lluniversal. principles of human naturew and 

eighteenth-century ideas of "universal laws". Its central 

canon: the purpose of government is to provide the greatest 

happiness for the greatest number, where happiness is equated 

with rewasd f o r  labour. The Utilitatians held that any fonn 

of government, other than government by the entire comunity, 

would have motives opposite to those of the comxnunity and 

would result in bad government. Good government can only be 

faund in representation, " . . . and as the C o m n i t y  itself is 

incapable of exercising those powers, and m u s t  entrust them t o  

some individual or combinat ion of individuals , the conclusion 

is obvious: The Community itself must check those 

individuals, else they w i l l  f ollow their interest, and produce 

bad Go~ernment.~' The Utilitarian perception of human nature 

claims that desire has no point of saturation, so that the 

interest of both King and Aristocracy will always be for 

unlimited control over the comrnunity. In the Utilitarian 

system Burke's aristocracy is replaced by the middle class as 



the claee most essential to society.1° 

Utilitarianism provided the intellectual basis for a 

current of English 1 iberalism composed of three movements : the 

other two were Pree Trade and Evangelicalism. However , 

Utilitarian philosophy was isolated in many ways from 

mainstream liberal opinion. While it sought to liberate the 

individual from pol i t ica l  and religious tytanny, the 

Evangelicalists, fo r  example, believed the Law and the Law- 

Giver to be predetemined: theirs was a divine law; they had 

no faith in human laws. Education was the key that would 

transi ozm thinking and belief and that f ormed a cornerstone of 

their socio-religious rno~ernent.~~ For Utilitarians the 

solution lay in law and government. A society8s condition is 

determined by its fonn of government, the nature of its laws 

and the mode of taxation. F o r  James Mill scmething f ar beyond 

mere schooling was requited: 

The most efficient part of education is 
that which i s  dexived from the tone and 
ternper of the society; and the tone and 
temper of the society depend altogether 
upon the laws and the government. Again; 
ignorance is the natural concomitant of 
poverty; a people wretchedly poor, are 
always wretchedly ignorant. But poverty 
is the effect of bad laws and bad 
governmcnt; and is never a characteristic 
of any people who are governed well. It 
is necessary, theref ore, before 
c a Z ' L ~ t o ~ - r e s u l t . -  
pverty pf fh% o S ~ , i e  should & 
gedressad; that their  laws and government 
should operate beneficently." 

Utilitarians in calling f o r  efficient and effective government 



f o m d  a part of the vanguard of the liberal refonn movement 

of the 1830s in England. Prior to 1832 they had had a 

significant impact on British socio-political thought and 

gseatly influenced the Refonn Bill of that year. 

mile the Whigs were urging refonn within Parliament, 

radical agitation and even outbreaks of violence among the 

middle and lower classes contributed to pressures that 

culminated in the parliamentary refonns of 1832. One major 

feature of the 1832 Refonn Bill was the Whig cabinetf s 

disfranchisement of private parliamentary patronage by an 

extensive redistribution of representation. Fifty-six 

boroughs, which had each returned two members to parliament, 

completely lost their representation, and thirty more had a 

reduction from two to one member. Half of the redistributed 

seats were given to new boroughs. Twenty received one member 

each, and twenty-two were assigned two members each. The 

other half were allocated to the counties, increasing their 

representation. This benef itted the landowning class . 
Another important feature was the extension of the franchise. 

In the boroughs, a unifonn qualification enfranchised al1 

males who occupied houses worth at least El0 a year and paid 

their own taxes. This gave the vote to many lower middle- 

class townspeople such as large numbers of shopkeepers. In 

the counties copyholders or leaseholders of property worth at 

least E l 0  obtained the franchise. Tenants-at-will, without 

security of tenure but with an annual rental of E S 0  or more, 



A class of small farmers were qualif ied for the franchise. 

hereby enfranchised.14 

Whig philosophical ideas dominated the era. The passage 

of the Reform Bill of 1832 reinforced the whig vision that 

society was progressing steadily towards a utopian state in 

which the advance of democracy was inevitable. This caused 

great concern to many among the wealthy and privileged. The 

major problem was how to prevent the interests of working- 

class voters , once these became enf ranchised, f rom 

predominating over those of the propertied and educated 

classes by dint of their overwhelming numerical majority.ls 

Those in power sought expedients to prevent democratic 

levelling resulting from further extension of the franchise. 

On the other hand, the working classes felt betrayed by the 

Bill, because the franchise was extended only to the middle 

classes. As a result the interval between the first Reform 

Bill and the disintegration of the Chartist movement in the 

1850s witnessed the threat of seizure of political power by 

the workers in England. It was also a time in which England 

could not grow enough food to support its population, an 

England of slums, strikes, unemployment and unrest. 

Politically Mill rejected the principles of the 1832 

Reform Bill, which based the franchise on a property and 

wealth qualification, and feared extensions of these 

principles in future reforms. Philosophically he no longer 

fully subscribed to the Utilitarian doctrine. For example, he 



repudiates the simple psychological sensations of pleasure and 

pain as an adequate foundation of political or ethical theory, 

terming it "a doctrine worthy only of ~wine.~" Instead he 

broadens the value of pleasure by quantifying and qualifying 

it and by introducing a concept of rationality. It is within 

this climate of controvetsial issues and unrest between the 

First and Second Reform B i l l s  that Mill developed the unique 

philosophical and political theories that frarned his 

contributions to the debates on Parliamentary Ref orm in the 

1860s. 



CHAPTER II 1 

MILL'S THEORETICAL APPROACH 

Davelopmmnt o f  Repreamtative Goverament 

Civilization, to Mill, meant responsible government and 

the development of scientific knowledge. He envisaged man in 

a society in evolution, a three-stage progression ftom a state 

of barbarism towards civilization. The first stage taught 

obedience ; the second, labour ; and the final, self -government . 

It was "the fundamental problem ... o f  the social science . . & O  

find the laws according to which any state of society produces 

the state which succeeds it and takes its place."" Since 

societies were at different stages i n  t h i s  evolutionary 

process, i t  would be erroneous to seek out universal precepts 

in an attempt to lay the foundation f o r  a single form of 

government for a l1  mankind. In less developed societies,  

benevolent despotism might well sente as the bes t  temporary 

expedient .la Democracy for Mill vas an integral part of a 

fully developed philosophical system that emphasized man' s 

progressing development towards civilization. 

The development of representative government as a 

pol i t ical  institution cornes about by a combination of two 

influences : man's invention, by choice and design, and "human 

nature" .described as the unconscious desires, habits and 



instincts of a peop1e.l' Mill argued against intuitionism or 

innate principles as a theory of human nature. He believed 

intuitionism, as the philosophy which "makes opinions their 

own proof and feelings their own justification, to be the 

greatest speculative hindrance to the regeneration of society, 

because it does not require a rational explanation for beliefs 

or  action^.^' Human nature fell within the realm of a moral 

science based on analyzed experience. Influenced neither 

randomly nor arbitrarily, it exists within the domain of 

science and is subject to f ixed laws . Virtue was thus an ideal 

of rationality and not one of instinct or innate moral sense. 

Mill, for this reason, was sharply ctitical of his 

predecessors, Locke and Hobbes, for having based their 

political theories on abstract precepts and t%ocial contractsN 

that were purely imaginary constructs, rather than on the laws 

of human nature or on observable sequences of natural 

phenomena. Like Marx Mill based his philosophy of social 

progress on a phiiosophy of history. Unlike M a m ,  however, 

for Mill social progress is not predetennined. In designing 

a framework that brings human progress within the realm of 

scientific inquiry Mill is able not only to account for stages 

of societal development towards representative governmant , but 

also to predict the effects of changes in the present upon 

future developments. For M i l l  the concept of designing-with 

choices and society the future becomes real 



Th* Logical lounâation of Social Scirnce 

In his A Ç v s t g m  pf Lipgic p a t i o c i u t i v e  Qed~ict ivc~~ 

Mill elevates intellectual forces above economic ones to 

explain social progress by depicting the speculative faculties 

of man as the ptimary agent o f  social progress, arguing that 

any advance in civilization has always been preceded by an 

advance in kn~wledge.'~ When human nature is brought within 

the realm of science, the thoughts, feelings and actions of 

individuals become subject to fixed laws. Society as a whole 

rnust also be subject to these same fixed laws. However, 

unlike the laws of astronomy, which pennit the prediction of 

events thousands of years in the future, out knowledge of the 

laws o f  society do not enable us to make fully reliable 

predictions, not because the laws thetnselves are nonexistent 

or capricious, but because the factors inf luencing society are 

numerous and perpetually changing . '' Finding the right method 

becomes the challenge. The llGeometticaln method, f o r  example, 

is condemned on the grounds that mathematics unlike the 

physical sciences affords no concept of c o m i c t i n q  causes. 

As a result its adherents are led to the fallacy of trying to 

explain social phenomena in terms of a single force or 

property o f  human nature. The guiding principle of the school 

of Bentham, that human beings are governed in their actions by 

worldly interests, exemplif ies the etror "In social 

phenomena the Composition o f  Causes is the universal law . 
Hence for the study of social phenomena the "Concrete 



Deducthen and the "Histotical Deductivew are the appropriate 

methods. The first of these infers the laws of effects not 

from a single cause but from an aggregate of causes 

influencing an effect. Any given set of circumstances i n  

society, howevet complex, amounts exactly to the sum of the 

eFf ects taken individually . This method off ers the further 

advantage o f  permitting the verification of s i o r i  

constnicts by usteriori observation of the concrete 

phenomena themselves." In determining the progression of man 

in society or, more exactly, the laws according to which a 

state of society produces the state that succeeds it the 

nHistoricalN method applies.  The laws of society are arrived 

at empirically, developed by induction and verified by the a 

oriori laws of human nature. History is an essential 

component of social science, because it establishes 

unifonnities of CO-existence of certain social phenomena and 

permits laws of society to be established by an understanding 

of historical e~ents.~' 

The Individual in Society 

mile democracy represents the highest developmental 

stage of a society, it nonetheless also poses its greatest 

danger: stagnation, a stationary sta te  of the future in which 

society, dominated by mediocrity, would be powerless to 

change. This threat was perceived as especially pernicious, 

because Mill believed social ptogress to be the paramount 



necessity of society . Innovation, the domain of the 

individual and not the group, meets this threat. Consequently 

M i l l  was a staunch def ender of individuality . His political 

ideas were dominated by concepts of individual freedom, which 

acted as a bulwark against- stagnation and represented the 

indispensable precondition of social progress. The simplistic 

identification of Mill's defence of individuality, exclusively 

f3r the protection of eccentricity, misses the point. As 

Harry Clor emphasizes, "Mill associates individuality with 

p f l ~  Pf c h a r a c t ~ .  " Tt is this "human excellencen chat is 

the precondition of progress . l9 To optimize individual 

contributions it was essential that not only the gifted but 

a l1  citizens enjoy a climate conducive to the highest 

development of their moral and intellectual capacities. Mill 

argues that though there have been great individual thinkers 

in conditions of mental slaves., tbere has never been an 

intellectually rich society in such an atmosphere.'O in 

periods when conventions and principles  cannot be disputed 

mental activity is at its lowest; it is at its highest duting 

times when the yoke of authority has been b~oken.~' A spirit 

of liberty i a  essential for human progress and advancement; 

despotism of custom, a hinderance . English society, which 

considered itself to be highly progressive, waa heading 

towards stagnation; for the most important aspect of European 

society, namely the diversity of individual, class and 

national character and culture, was being lost. 



It is individuality that we war against: we should 
think we had done wonders if we had made ourseIves 
al1 alike; forgetting that the unlikeness of one 
person to another is generally the first thing that 
draws the attention of either to the imperfection 
of his own type, and the superiority of another, or 
the possibility, by combining the advantages of 
both, of producing something better than either .32 

Mill denounced China, where individuality had long been 

discouraged, conformity encouraged, and where as a result 

society had been stationary for millemia. Notwithstanding 

the freer tradition and history of Europe, unless 

individuality were maintained and encouraged to develop, 

Europe too, like China, ran the risk of stagnation. Mill was 

hereby bound to design a democratic system of representation 

within which individual liberty would be integral and 

essential. 

Like Locke Mill recognizes that the realization of 

liberty lies in lirniting the powers of the State, but goes 

beyond Locke to introduce a dimension of ethics and morality 

into the discussion. To protect the individual within a legal 

systern alone is insufficient, protection must also be provided 

against " . . . the tyranny of the prevailing opinion and feeling; 
against the tendency of society to impose. . . , "'3 because such 

impos i t ion would impede individual i ty . As human knowledge is 

imperfect, and as wise and noble things are initiated by 

individuals, a diversity of opinion is valuable : eccentricity 

thus demands t~lerance.'~ Mi11 would concur with Whitehead's 

sentiment referring to the devil, as "He is the Homogeneous . 35 

The sole end of government over the individual by either 



law or moral coercion is dictated by one Wery simple 

principlen : the prevention of harm to others . Ham to 

oneself, either physical or moral, constitutes insufficient 

warrant for government intervention? Individual freedom is 

the right to pursue our own ends, bodily, mental and 

spiritual, in our own way. Consequently Society's powers must 

be limited in order that individuals may have liberty of 

consciousness, absolute f reedom of thought and feeling in both 

spoken and written expression, the freedom ta design their way 

of life to suit their own tastes and pursuits, and the freedom 

to unite with others for any purpose provided only that others 

are not ham~ed.~' So highly did Mill value individual freedom 

that he asserts:  "If a i l  mankind minus one, were of one 

opinion, and only one person wete of the contrary opinion, 

mankind would be no more justified in silencing that one 

person, than he, if he had the power, would be justified in 

silencing mankind. "la Freedom for Mill means the pursuit of 

the higher happinesses, a rational pursuit of 

disinterestedness and truth, which will always be for the good 

of mankind. While harm to  oneself alone does indeed in jure  

mankind generally in that, "... it diminishes the stock of 
mental c~ltivation;~~' nevertheless, public interference with 

personal conduct is permissible only under conditions that 

result in harm to others. miblic opinion is not sufficient 

justification. For example, proposed legislation against 

intemperance seemed monstrous to Mill, for the use of 



stimulants to please oneselt without harming anyone else ought 

not to be subject to government interference. The concept of 

"displeases" is nOt an equivaient of Mharms't, f o r  the 

applications of the former would be unbounded. Mill cites the 

further example of Joseph Smith, who was put to death f o r  

polygarny. However distasteful polygamy might have seemed to 

non-Mormons (and to Mill himself) , provided a l1  parties had 

freely consented, no one community had the right to  force 

another to be "civilised. 

~t is important to understand that Mill's concept of 

liberty is two-dimensional . Essential is not only the absence 

of coercion by society over the individual but also the 

accountability of the individual to society. Each principle 

is requisite f o r  social  progress. It is in this particular 

that a great deal of controversy ha8 arisen. Al though 

society is not founded on the concept of a contract, 

individuah are nonetheless indebted for the protection they 

receive, and they owe to the community behaviour that will not 

hann the interests of others and will contribute to the 

defence of other members against such h a ~ n . ~ '  Moreover , Mill ' s 

concept of the individual's obligations goes f a t  beyond a 

purely negative resttaint from h a n i n g  others. There is also 

an active positive side: concern with the well-being of 

others ." 

"1 am the last person to undervalue the self- 
regarding vistues; they are only second in 
importance, if even second, to the s o c i a l . .  . . 
~ u i a n  beings owe to each other help to distinguish 



the better from the worse, and encouragement to 
choose the former and avoid the latter. They 
should be forever stimulating each other to 
increased exercise of their higher f aculties, and 
increased direction of their feelings and aims 
towards wise instead of foolish, elevating instead 
oi degrading, objects and contemplations.t143 

Mill's good samaritanism, as Samuel LaSeiva observes, does not 

contradict hie harm principle, but applies it The 

individual ' s responsibility to society involves f irs tly 

attaj-ning one ' s highest intellectual and moral development and 

secondly i n  helping others to attain the i r s .  The obligation 

to realize onet s highest mental capabilities, of developing 

well f ounded ideas and opinions, is al1 important; for  only i n  

this way can the individual contribute most effectively to 

social progress. The vehicle for achievement is education 

which has the task of furthering both societal  and self- 

regarding virtues through the promotion of cul tivated 

intelligence, for, 5 t  is what men think that determines how 

they act."'' A position quite in contrast to Marx, who 

believed that it was not one's consciousness that determined 

one's social existence but social existence that determined 

" m e a  and nFalaea D-craciea 

There are two elements that are central to good 

govenment. The first is to promote the highest moral and 

int ellectual development of the governed , both individuall y 

and collectively. The second is to provide sound %achineryW 



for bringing the good qualities of power i n t o  the coünnuiityfs 

public operations. It follows that the evaluation of any 

government must be based on the degree to which it promotes 

the mental advancement of its citizens as well as the degree 

to which it can implement the best intellectual abi l i t i e s  

already existing in the cornminity for the greatest effect on 

public af f a ir s .  47 Representative democracy is the most 

suitable form of government in societies where size precludes 

a l!directlf democracy, for it makes possible the realization 

of these features of good govemment. 

Bvery adult human being, in a perfect system of 

representation, is entitled to have through the electoral 

process a portion of influence on government. This is 

necessary for two reasons. Firstly, government has an 

educative dimension, and participation in government is highly 

educational. The individual will achieve his highest moral 

and intellectual attainment through participation in the 

political process. Such political participation leads 

directly to the moral and intellectual improvement of the 

citizen by familiarizing him with the ideas of others and by 

encouraging an understanding of the vcomon goodm that extends 

beyond his -purely persona1 interests . In this way 

circumstances are created within which the individual i s  able 

to develop to his highest moral and intellectual level, 

culminating in an ideal human character. Secondly , 

representative government extends propositions of se l f -  



protect ion and s e l f e n d e n c e  - to its citizens. The principle 

of self -protection identifies the individual as "the only safe 

guardian of his own rights and interests" and maintains that 

these interests can only be secured if he has some proportion 

of power within the state. This  proposition pertains to the 

relationship of the individual to other members of society .  

The second proposition, self -dependence, allows the 

indlvidual, either alone or j ointly with others, to create the 

circurnstances of h i s  own prospetity and so relates man to his 

environment. A U  free and prosperous States can be found to 

exhibit these two principles. M i l l  argues that although t h i s  

proposition has been labelled a doctrine of universal 

selfishness, it  is completely in  accord with human nature, for 

each prefers himself to others and those close to h i m  to those 

more rernote . 49 

Superficially the concept of participation appears to be 

incompatible with the second element of good government, no 

leçs fundamental: political competency and ascendency. 

Representative government, in its organized arrangements for 

conducting the collective affairs of a community, manifests 

good government; f o r  it is  a means for bringing the intellect 

and virtue of its wisest members within the scope of 

governmental organization. The greater the amount of these 

good qualities; the better the government will be. Hence 

superior morality, intelligence and political ski11 entitle 

some individuah to greater pol i t i ca l  participation than 



others  . Because political participation educates and thereby 

increases the level of competence of its citizens, increased 

participation would, in principle, lead to increased 

competency. Yet it is precisely the participation of the 

less competent in society that Mill fears, for incompetence in 

a democracy leads to stagnation. Thus in the United States, 

where a Valsen democracy w i l l  tendto stunt individual mental 

ability, i ~ o v a t i o n  will be replaced by mediocrity, and this 

will eventually lead ta stagnation and the decay of that 

society. As w e  shall see, it is a remarkable achievement of 

Millf s system that it manages t o  synthesize t h e  apparently 

irreconcilable contradiction between political participation 

by all, enabl ing  the improvement of the rninds of citizens, and 

the need for the participation of t h e  wisest to realize good 

government. 

If democracy is government by a simple majority, Mill is 

not a democrat. Mill perceived a vast difference between the 

essential idea of representative democracy, the theoretically 

optimal form of government, and the particular forms evident 

in the constitutions of his day. It was a serious 

misunderstanding to equate democracy with government of al1 by 

the numerical majority, who alone possess a voice in the 

state IlThe idea of representative government is that the 

entire nation, or large part thereof, exercise through 

deputies, periodically elected by themselves, the ultimate 

power in the operations of go~ernment.~" When Mill calls f o r  



representation by "the entire nationm, he means that 

government must be a reflection of al1 groups within that 

nation and not solely the majority. The greatest threat to 

the idea of Vruel1 democracy and the salient shortcoming of 

al1 wisting Y a l s e N  democracies lies in an incorrect 

interpretation of representation. This can lead to a Vyranny 

of the majoritytl and loss of intellectual and moral 

independence for the individuaLS2 A simplistic application 

of the principle of rule by majority, who alone possess a 

voice i n  the State, must result in a government of privilege. 

The disadvantage to-if not the total exclusion of--minorities 

reflects a s ta te  of affairs sharply at variance with the 

concept of equality upon which democracy is based. For 

example, in a Valsem democracy, employing a system of 

universal suffrage with every vote weighted equally, three 

fifths of the population, the majority, could r e t u r n  their 

representatives to the House of Cornons to the total exclusion 

of the outvoted two fifths. Moreover, if a vote passed by a 

majority of three f if ths in the House, the result would be 

government by "the majority of the majority, which in the 

case at hand would be representative of less than 40 t of the 

voters. 

If democracy assumes individuals to be intellectually and 

morally equal, M i l l  is not a democrat; fo r  he does not believe 

that every individual has a right to equal political 

participation. Liberty and equality comprising the basic 



elernents of the democratic creed, are not easily reconciled 

and, in one contemporary view, exist in considerable tension. s3 

T l a s s  legislationn poses a constant threat to good 

government. The interests of those who buy labour are 

opposite to those who sel1 it, and each will endeavour to 

further their own interests in the political forum. For 

democracy to work individuals must transcend these interests 

and operate "on higher motivesN .S. Mill's ideal individual 

is one who can give a rational exphnation of his beliefs or 

actions endowed with a character that ttstruggles with natural 

powers and tendencies, not that which gives way to thern."'' 

Striving towards this ideal advances the individual, and at 

the same time the entise comunity because of increased levels 

of intelligence and morality. H. S. Jones points out that 

the xeform debates of the 1850's and 1860's were based on 

three competing concepts : utility, rights and virtue, and that 

Mill's "republican" vocabulary despite utilitarian overtones 

was founded squarely on virtue ." This interpretation is 

consistent with Mill's ideas. Participation is to be thought 

of, not as a right, but as a trust for public good that 

equates reward for mental improvement with increased political 

participation. " While universal suffrage is the ultimate 

aim, this does not presuppose equal weighting. Incteased 

participation based upon increased mental ability must result 

in a stratified scale. A universal and equally-weighted 

suffrage system would in England lead, in Millf s view, to 



nothing more than the substitution of one class ascendency for 

another. And since men are not equal in intelligence and 

moral qualities, democracies based on straight majorities 

cannot lead to social progress. He greatly feared that the 

American form of democracy, which he considered a despotism of 

the majority, would be applied in England: " f o r  if the 

American form of democracy overtakes us first , the majority 

will no more relax their despotism than a single despot 

would. I v 5 '  

Mill's notion of democracy as government of all by all in 

a system of equal repre~entation,'~ is consistent with 

contemporary theory of "rule by the people." His aim to limit 

the power of government to protect individual freedom 

anticipates a contemporary definition of Ivliberal" . 'O H i s  

political system can therefore be described as liberal 

democracy. Democracy, for Mill means that all classes or 

groups in society must have a voice and influence in 

Pa~liament.~' It would be wholly erroneous to equate this with 

government by the majority. Majority rule, to Mill, means 

government by only the largest class in society whereas equal 

representation means government by society as a whole. It is 

essential, then, that minorities be represented in a "truen 

democracy and that every section of the community have a 

ronortrnnal voice, no less and no more, in determining the 

policies of government." A portion of a constituency 

amounting to a third should be able to obtain a third of the 



parliarnentary representation of that constituency . 63 Mill * s 

concept of representation mirrora his emphasis on the 

importance of the individual. An elector who does not return 

a candidate ta Parliament is considered to be 

"disf ranchisedw . S. Not only is it necessary to return 

proportional percentages of conmauiity votes by party, it is 

equally necessary for each electot to be personally 

represented by an individual for  whom he voted. None of the 

democracies functioning in Mill's day had irnplemented or even 

recognized this fundamental principle .  A l 1  were Valseu 

democracies, and al1 existing systems of representation 

required thorough restructuring to allow for the 

representation of ail-not merely the majority of--the 

qualified members of the community. 

If democracy is government by the representative 

assembly, Mill is not a democrat . In an "indirect democracyH 

the people do not rule directly; decisions are made by the 

representative assembly . 65 Mill ' s thought is in accord with 

the former but not with the latter. The function of the 

representative assembly is to oversee and to control the 

Government, but it is quite unfit to execute the 

administrative functions of govemment. "The idea of a 

rational democracy is, not that the people themselves govern, 

but that they have security for good government. This security 

they cannot have, by any other means than by retaining in 

their own hands the ultimate control .... the best government 



(need it be said?) must be the government of the wisest, and 

these must always be a few. The people ought to be the 

masters, but they are masters who must employ servants more 

skilful than them~elves.~" Good government will be furnished 

by a select body of "specially educatedw individuals, not by 

the people c~llectively.~~ 

Government must be conducted by a select body of 

individuals who have the skills and education for the task. 

At the same time an essential prerequisite of good government 

is the identification of interests between the rulers and the 

ni l ed .  Both can be realized in a representative system. If 

the representative assembly assesses the government's 

performance to be unsatisfactory, it has the responsibility to 

censure publicly, expel or replace the professional 

administrators held responsible for that performance. These 

professionals are not elected but appointed by a Chief 

Minister, who would himself be appointed by Parliament as an 

agent of the Crown. Mill considered the procedure of electing 

the Pxesident of the United States, who is Head of Govemment 

as well as State, by popular suffrage to  be severely flawed. 

It resulted in the selection not of the most capable 

individual but rather of either someone unknown and 

undistinguished or of someone whose success had been in fields 

outside of politics. Highly qualified candidates often fail 

in elections, for an entire nation is more likely to vote for 

someone "without antecedents" than for someone who has been 



active in pol i t i c s  and so has made persona1 enemies or has 

expressed opinions unacceptable to some groups within the 

community or nation. It i s  for j u s t  this reason that Mill 

believed that Presidents of the United States, excepting the 

founders of the republic, had almost always been obscure men. 

An equally serious disadvantage in selecting the chief 

executive by popular suffrage was the irresistible tendency of 

those elected to focus their attention not on the issues 

themselves but rather on the anticipated impact of their 

actions on the next election? 

In order to achieve a synthesis of the apparently 

irreconcilable tenets of political participation by al1 and 

the need for the greater participation of the wisest, Mill has 

separated the administrative, legislative and electoral 

functions of government and assigned a competency appropriate 

to each component. Professional civil servants possessing the 

necessary education, political skill and experience are 

indispensable for the administrative functions of government. 

The better educated members of society ought, on the basis of 

their developed intellectual and moral coqetencies, to 

constitute the legislature. Finally competence is essential 

among the nation's voters in order that the most highly 

qualified candidates be elected to that legislature. This 

confidence in the skilled professional stemmed from Mill's 

position at India House fitstly as a clerk and then as Chief 

Examiner. He was convinced that this independent professional 



bureaucracy had achieved progressive government for the 

Indians and argued this case to the Select Corranittee on the 

East India Company's Charter in 18S2.69 Bureaucrats were 

always preferable to politicians, because Mill considered 

professional politicians to be notorious perverters of free 

government.'" A Representative Assembly ntust confine itself 

to ovetseeing the government, but should not govern. A 

legislative comission, without the power to enact, would 

draft legislation for approval by Parliament. Here we see a 

distinct separation of functions between elected 

representative and professional administrator, an individual 

especially trained for the task. " While Mill had great 

confidence in buxeaucracies he nonetheless considered a 

representative assembly crucial, for it balanced the negative 

aspects of bureaucracies: that they do not promote individual 

creativity and innovation and that they almost always become 

pedanto~racies.'~ Clearly this mixed system of government 

solves the problem of stagnation for it allows participation 

by a l 1  while at the same time brings greater participation of 

those more competent within the scope of government. 

Coleridge and Mill 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge's idea that the State is a moral 

unit that def ines each individual' s place as detemined by his 

value to the State is unmistakeable in Mill's thinking on 



education. However, Mill diverges from Coleridge, because he 

does not believe that the natural guardians of the people must 

govern in the interests of all. Unlike Coleridge Mill 

supports a democratic and not an aristocratie political 

system.') In Coleridge's doctrine there is a tension between 

permanence, represented by landed interests, and progression, 

represented by commercial interests. Mill ernphasizes rather 

the tension that exists between the contented and aspiring 

classes: Y . .  wealth and hopeful poverty - -  age and youth - -  
heredi tary importance and persona1 endowment s . t04 Minori ty 

representation is crucial to Millf s conception of a just and 

"truly democraticrt society, for tmth and progress can only be 

reached in a s t a t e  of tension. Quite unlike Rousseau's 

idealized democracy, where conflict is eliminated by a system 

of consensus for the common good, Mill's system holds 

contrasting beliefs, opinions and principles to be 

indispensable. This process of constant questioning develops 

mental and moral knowledge, a precondition for greater 

political participation. Those who do not develop themselves 

neglect their obligation not only to thernselves but also to 

the other members of society. Their political participation, 

neither effective nor wise, could only be to the disadvantage 

of the comon weal. Political limitation is the inescapable 

consequence. 

Conflict, a precondition for progress, c m o t  occur when 

one group in society has absolute power. Citing examples of 



conflict between the orthodox and religious refomers and 

between king and people, he adds that stagnation-and l a t e r  

decay--ûccurs when either side has gained a cornplete victory. 

Minority representatives , of ten champions of unpopular 

doctrines, act as a bulwark against stagnation and decay by 

performing the social function of antagonismn and by guarding 

against the absolute power of a single class, whose members 

are often alike in their biases and thi~~king.'~ Antagonism is 

crucial to Millf s concept of party . Since principles, and not 
loyalty by affiliation, constitute party, political factions 

will represent antagonistic, or  at the very least incompatible 

positions. As Bruce Kinzer eff ectively demonstrated, 

organized antagonisrn impl ies party despi te the considerable 

body of opinion, Vhat very little of a positive nature can be 

said about Mill and party . u77 

Tocqueville and Mill 

Mill's views were deeply influenced by Alexis de 

Tocqueville' s Democracv - in America , whose distnist of 

democracy he came t o  share. Like de Tocqueville Mill held 

that the greatest evil and danger in a democracy was posed not 

by anarchy nor change but by stagnation. '' In his review of 
Democracv A America7' Mill is in accord with Tocqueville on 

the principal issues, namely that the development of democracy 

in Britain and Europe was inevitable, that the advantages of 

a democracy are that i t  benef its a large majority (but not 



all) of the population and that it sharpens the intelligence 

of the masses.'0 However, he does not share Tocqueville's 

confidence in the aristocracy as becomes evident in his 

discussion of issues regarding the disadvantages of democratic 

institutions. Mill argues that these disadvantages are not 

exclusive to the democratic state, f o r  the same conditions 

exist in Britain's aristocratic system. Mill believes that 

these problems are best eliminated by a correct understanding 

and implementation of a "trueU democracy rather than in 

finding inspiration for their solution in aristocratic 

governments. 

Among the disadvantages of a democratic state identified 

by Tocqueville are that policies are more hasty and 

shortsighted than in aristocraties, that equality of 

conditions produce negative social and moral phenornena," that 

the majority's ahility to stem al1 opposition extends to the 

point that, "1 know no country in which there is so little 

true independence of mind and freedom of discussion as in 

America . 11B2 The fundamental problem with democratic 

institutions for Tocqueville is not their weakness but their 

excessive strength. 

On the first issue, Mill disagrees with Tocqueville. 

T h e  only steadiness which aristocracy pever fails to manifest 

is tenacity in clinging to its own privileges. " O 3  English 

history dernonstrates that laws have been made not on steady 

and well planned legislation but on the immediate impulses and 



passions of the ruling class in order to inflate their power 

and privileges. The stability that Tocqueville attributes to 

aristocratic goveniments Mill finds nonexistent in al1 of 

England and almost al1 of Europe, although he does grant that 

they may be found in such narrow aristocraties as those of 

ancient Rome and contemporary Venice ." For Mill the key to 

considerate and wise government lies not in the wisdom of the 

mernbers of the institution, but rather in their willingness, 

rare among the English aristocracy, to be guided by the wisest 

amongst them." 

Mill disagrees with Tocqueville's daim that social and 

political equality has led to intellectual and moral decline 

in America. Tocqueville cites such examples as the spirit of 

dissatisfaction with one's present condition, which incessant 

striving to improve makes impossible to enjoy, and the 

maintaining of appearances beyond one' s means. Mill points 

out that in Lower Canada, where equality of conditions is 

greater even than in the United States, the population 

exhibits less of these social and moral tendencies. Britain, 

on the other hand, where in complete contrast with America the 

equalization of conditions has made the least progress and 

where extremes of wealth and poverty have been maintained, 

exhibits the same moral and intellectual features as America. 

Englishmen with an aristocratic goveniment differ only in one 

particular : they still retain a respect for the aristocracy . 

The distinguished talent among America' s citizens, Tocqueville 



noted, was of ten not exhibited by their representatives in 

govemment. A salient case in point was the large number of 

unimpressive and undistinguished men comprising the House of 

Representatives in Washington. He concluded that this was a 

weakness of a democracy and that universal suffrage was no 

guarantee of wisdom." Mill countered that distinguished 

talent was not held in low regard only in America, but that it 

was also undervalued by the Bnglish Aristocracy, who had often 

dismissed those with superior wisdom as I1dreamers or 

charlatansN in order to maintain their privileged p~sition.~' 

This flatly repudiates Tocqueville's argument that aristocracy 

promotes and safeguards the wisdom and talents of a nation. 

Tocqueville's conceni that democracy i n  the name of 

public good had produced in America a tyranny over the mind 

with a consequent reduction of moral courage, pride and 

independence of thought leads him to  look for a corrective to 

the American form of democracy, i n  which the individual was 

insignificant. H i s  solution is to create a spirit of liberty 

by an extension of pol i t ical  rights. In other words the 

problems of a democratic state and their solutions l i e  i n  the 

type and organization of the democratic institutions 

themselves." Tocqueville argues that an advantage of an 

aristocracy is its ability to curb the supreme power of 

govemment. Aristocrats, because they possess independent 

means and 

unaf f ected 

status by birth, are largely 

by govemments, and sa serve as a 

immune 

bulwark 

t o  and 

agains t 



their power. In order to ensure increased persona1 liberty 

within a democratic state, Tocqueville advocates introducing 

institutions based on the traditional aristocraties of Europe. 

An "elected aristocracytf would check the tendency of 

govemment to suppress the freedorn of individuals to dissent 

from majority n o m .  This would be in the f onn of public 

bodies, temporarily composed of private persons who would be 

given administrative powers and would tunction within 

comm~nities .'O 

Mill belirves that Tocqueville has mistakenly attributed 

to democracy the effects of civilization. The escalating 

insignificance of the individual and the rising power of the 

masses are consequences of civilization, not of democracy. It 

is not the equality of the individuals composing the mass, but 

rather t h e  immense size of the mass itself that crushes the 

individual both singly and collectively . As an example of his 

point Mill cites England, a country where the insignificance 

of the individual is evident even within aristocratie 

institutions. The House of Lords, the most powerful and 

wealthy group in Europe, passed the Reform Bill of 1832, not 

because they wished to, but because they were compelled to. 

They simply bent to the common opinion. Nobles as 

individuals, as well as any other individuals, count for 

little, class for everything. Because of its great growth the 

middle class had become the most powerful and now dominated 

al1 aspects of society.  Al1 classes, even the Lords, had 



become increasingly docile under the yoke of burcreois 

opinion, and it was this opinion that forced passage of the 

Bill. Thus the effects that Tocqueville attributes to 

democracy can be seen in England to be tather the result of 

the progress of civilization, in particular the rapid 

expansion of the middle class. Intellectual integrity can 

only fade bef ore an ovenwhelmingly powerf ul ma j ority opinion. 91 

M i l l  believes that the spirit of commerce and industry 

plays one of the most significant roles in civilization, and 

that al1 of the advantages that have accrued from the Middle 

Ages to the present can be attributed directly to it. 

However, society must have a counterbalance to the powerful 

commercial class. No class, however important to society as 

a whole, should be enabled to supptess or extinguish the 

opinions and sentiments of other groups or individuals. The 

counterbalance to the commercial class consists of an 

agricultural class, a leisured class and a learned class. The 

agricultural class i s  important because firstly it offers 

local attachments counterpoised to the commercial, secondly it 

offers stability in the relationship between tenants and 

landlords and thirdly it off ers economic stability, presenting 

neither great increases nor decreases o f  wealth. England had 

the advantage of possessing leisured and learned classes, 

which America did not have, and it was essential to preserve 

them. Mill argues that the ascendancy of the commercial class 

in modern society and politics is not an evil provided that 



goverment is able to solve the great problem of preventing 

the strongest from becoming the only power. If not, Britain, 

he predicted, would also have a Vyranny of the majoritylf ,  

created by the ten-pound householders and the middle class 

should they adopt the habits. and instincts of the comercial 

Tocqueville eloquently continues that, "...the taste 

which men have for liberty and that which they feel for 

equality, are, in fact, two different things; and 1 am not 

afraid to add that, amongst democratic nations, they are two 

unequal things . w 9 3  He argues that in Europe men prize 

freedom, but would forfeit freedom for equality, and that if 

they could not have equality in freedom, they would have 

equality in slavery. They would endure great hardship, even 

poverty, servitude and barbarism, but they would not endure 

aristocracy .'' America furnishes a striking example where 

loss of liberty entails a severe restriction of outlook, and 

each man lives his life striving for petty pleasures that are 

solely and fully dispensed by an all-powerful government: the 

individual has become impotent to conduct his own thinking and 

af f airs : 

After having thus successively taken each member of 
the conanuiity in its powerful grasp, and fashioned 
them at will, the supreme power then extends its 
a m  over the whole community. It covers the 
surface of society with a network of small 
complicated rule, minute and unitom, through which 
the most original minds and the most energetic 
characters, cannot penetrate to rise above the 
crowd. The will of man is not shattered, but 
softened, bent, and guided: men are seldom forced 



by it to act, but they are constantly restrained 
from acting: such a power does not destroy, but it 
prevents existence; it does not tyrannize, but it 
compresses, enervates, extinguishes, and stupefies 
a people, till each nation is reduced to be nothing 
better than a flock of timid and industrious 
animals of which the government is the shepherd? 

For Tocqueville personal liberty, not equality, is the 

consunimate political ideal. It will be seen that it was the 

salient merit of Mill's political system that he was able to 

synthesize Tocqueville's supposedly irreconcilable polarities 

of equality and liberty within a dernocratic framework. 

As we have seen Mill differed on numerous particulars 

from Tocqueville's analysis. Despite these differences 

Tocqueville's profound influence on Mill c m o t  be overstated. 

Immediately upon seeing the second volume of Tocquevillef s 

work Mill wrote him: 

1 do not think that anything more 
important than the publication of your 
book has happened even in this age of 
great events . . . . Finding this view of 
the matter [the dangers of democracyl to 
have presented itself with the same 
strength of evidence to you ... 1 shall 
henceforth regard t as the t ruth  
scientifically established." 

Bspecially h i s  works , 

resentative Gavernma, Mill 

and 

concerned almost 

exclusively with issues raised by Tocqueville regarding the 

individual in a democratic state. In these later  works Mill 

no longer ascribes these difficulties ta VivilisationIn but 

like Tocqueville discusses these problems within the context 

of democracy. Perhaps Mill's great disappointment in the 



collapse of the 1848 " i n t e r i m  goverment" in France played a 

role in t h i s  reassessment. 



CHAPTER IV 

MILL'S APPROACH TO POLITICS 

Mill's practical approach the problem 

representative govemment in an age of mass democracy adheres 

to the two main tenets of his theory: the liberty and 

protection of the individual as accomplished by political 

participation and the promotion of good government by btinging 

the best rninds, skills and morals within the sphere of 

government. Mill's democratic concepts are a reflection of 

his time ln that class structure forms the framework within 

which he develops and presents his arguments and f rom which he 

can never fully extricate himself . Yet class is not the f ocus 

of his political ideology. For this reason his political 

agenda set him at odds with current political trends, with 

current concepts of democracy as well as with democtatic foms 

of government curtently in place; because it is not class, but 

individual liberty that underlies and gives meaning to Mill's 

system. His passion for minority representation, for women's 

suffrage and for a "truel' democracy al1 stem from a 

preoccupation not with class, but with the individual. Simple 

*maj~rity~~ rule, that is the single voice of only the latgest 

group in society, is anathema to Mill; for only through 

adequate representation of the many "voicesm within a 



conmninity can the Woicen o f  the individual be assured. A 

critical analysis of three issues: his political ideas as 

they compare and contrast with those of his milieu, his ardent 

P11 the Blection support of Thomas Hare ' s m t  ise ef 

~e~resentative~," and womenls suffrage will support this 

contention. 

Mill ' s 

factions of 

radical who 

The Refom Movmeat: 1832-1867 

ideas were a t  odds with almost al1  political 

his tirne. For while he was an anti-establishment 

strove to alter the privileges and exclusiveness 

that he believed were inherent in aristocratie government, he 

also did  not support a representative government based on 

straight majority votes ." A %nien democracy could not be 

instated without significant reform of the British electoral 

system itself. Between 1832 and 1867 politics in England were 

going through a period in which Whig and Tory programmes 

became blurred. Middle and working-class movements were 

active, and upheaval in government was rampant; yet no 

significant reforms occurred in the electoral system. The 

conservative element, which held a precarious balance of 

powet, was able to block reforms by either party and regularly 

brought down govemments . " The disintegration of the 

Chartist movernent, which started in 1839 and culminated in a 

final defeat in 1848, further weakened reforms for an 



extension of the franchise. Although between the First Refom 

B i l l  of 1832 and the Second in 1867 the Reform Movement 

succeeded, f o r  example, in repealing the  C o r n  Laws i n  1846 ,  

l i t t l e  or no progress was made in the area of representation. 

In 1848 Joseph Hume's motion in the House of Commons for 

household suffrage, for example, received 84 votes; in 1 8 4 9 .  

82; and in 1850, 9 6 .  Election patterns also remained alrnost 

unaltered . Powerful local interests dominated elections 

leaving m a n y  seats uncontested. In 1857 308 members were 

unopposed in 206 constituencies; in 1865 289, in 185 

constituencies. From 1712 to 1865 the borough of Bridgenorth 

had always had a Whitmore as its representative in the House 

of Cornons . 100 

Party Politics and the Radical Progranme 

Not only was Mill disturbed by the lack of real progress 

towards reform of representation, but none of the current 

proposais seemed adequately to recognize the problem at its 

core. The Tory programme attacked representation of e 

rninorities as hostile to the principles on which 

representative government was founded. Disraeli in 1859 

alarmed bis consenrative colleagues by presenting a Refom 

Bill that extended the franchise and offered extra votes for 

those with pr~perty.'~' Both concepts were at variance with 

Mill's. Two major issues that separated Mill from the 

Radicals were that they opposed the representation of 



minorities and continued to exclude women from their proposais 

for "manhood suffrage." While M i l l  supported the Reform 

League, he refused tu join it .la' Mill's ideas were also at 

variance with those of the Liberals. He did not s ign a 

Mernorial presented to Palmerston for special representation of 

the educated classes i n  Parliament, a document signed by many 

distinguished members of the nobility, clergy, professions and 

anned forces. It called for the creation of an electorate of 

approximately 92,000 t o  return some 70 members. Mill opposed 

the concept that educated minds could be sifted from the rest 

of the c o m n i t y ,  as well as the concept that al1  members of 

the liberal professions were educated. Among the professions 

there were often interests opposite to the public good. The 

essential point was that every minority should have, not a 

larger, but a fair proportion of its numbers constituting a 

representative assembly . 'O3 

the 

Hill and the Liberal Party 

Mill, elected to parliament in 1865, was optimistic that 

political order would improve under Gladstone, whom he 

admired 

Party, 

League 

and cast as 

The growth 

contributed 

a future leader of a radicalized Liberal 

of working-class activism in the Refonn 

to this optimi~rn.'~' Be was greatly 

disillusioned. Firstly, Gladstone' s Ref onn Bill, which was 

defeated i n  1866, was nothing more than an extension of the 

1832  franchise. Had the Bill carried, working-class voters 



would have constituted a quarter of the electorate of Bngland 

and Wales, doubling their present representation. Although 

he did not favour an extension of the franchise based on the 

Reform Bill of 1832, Mill supported Gladstone's Bill because 

of the fragile position of the government.lo5 Minority 

representat ion and women' s suffrage, key issues fo r  Mill, were 

not included i n  this progranmie. After the Derby and Disraeli 

government took power in 1 8  66, there were mass demonstrations 

by the Reform League and the Reform Union, a middle-class 

movement, who had been supporters of Gladstone's reform 

programme. The new government enacted legislation making the 

demonstrations illegal. Mill intervened for the protestors 

and called for the government to repeal the acts in question. 

Re intended to use the League's efforts t o  extend the 

franchise to draw Gladstone and the radical working-class 

movement s closer together .IO6 The Derby-Disraeli Ministry 

ushered in the Reform A c t  of 1867, almost doubling the 

electorate to j u s t  under one million. Mill was able to speak 

both on minority representation and woment s suffrage. The 

Bill, amid great controversy in which three Ministers in 

Disraeli's Cabinet resigned, passed in a form radically 

different from what had been originally drafted. The 

extension of the franchise was based on t ruc  contributions and 

a limited attempt was made to facilitate minority 

representation. In large cities, where three members were to 

be returned, electors were restricted to cast only two votes. 



Neither of these conditions satisfied Mill. In 1859 he had 

supported cumulative votes for minority representation that 

entitled an elector to cast al1 three votes which could be for 

one or more candidates xather than limit an electorOs 

privilege by restricting him t o  j u s t  one or two votes.lo7 

Mill suffered his second disappointment in 1868 when 

Gladstone was returned with a large majority of oves 120, the 

largest majority f o r  a patty since 1832, while the radicals 

suff ered a bitter def eat , 'O8 Mill himself was def eated in this 

election. The Liberal party, even under Gladstone's 

leadership, was of limited use; for Mill recognized that any 

party dominated by men of means would resist the changes he 

wished to bring about. Disappointed because the Liberals did 

not help working-class leaders obtain seats, Mill detached 

himself from the "Whigs" by 1870.L09 The Liberal Party had 

been fonned in 1859 when Peelites, Whigs and Radicals agreed 

to support Palmerston. Hence with the reduction of Radical 

members Mill reverted to the old name. Mill clearly objected 

to the exclusion of sufficient working-class , minority and 

women's representation from contemporary political platforms. 

Crucial in Mill's thinking was the need t o  replace a 

class-oriented aristocratic government, based on privilege, 

with a proportional representation of minorities, which would 

facilitate the participation of competent individuals from al1 

sectors of society. 



The Waighted Ptanchire: An Eazly Approaeh 

In 1853 Mill, in full accord with his theoretical 

outlook, supported James Marshall's plan for a cumulative 

system of voting,'l0 and later, in Pebruary 1859, himself 

proposed a system based on plural voting.lI1 Like Mill, a 

large proportion of the educated classes were opposed to 

universal suffrage, not because manual labourers, the most 

numerous class, would be the most powerful, but because they 

would be solely powerful."' Constituting a majority in every 

district, they would outvote and so politically annihilate al1 

other members and groups of the comunity. Equal and 

universal suffrage within the existing system would 

numerically disfranchise the upper and middle classes, which 

comprise the largest portion of the intelligent persons in the 

country. Parliament, he f e l t ,  would reflect only the opinions 

and preferences of the most ignorant class. The solution, 

adopted by both Tories and Liberals to limit the suffrage of 

the working class, was rejected by Mill. Instead he devised 

a mechanism to ptovide minority representation by entitling 

those with superior mental ability to increased numbers of 

votes.ll' He atgued that, "1 do not look upon equal voting as 

among the things which are good in themselves, .... It is not 
useful, but hurtful, that the constitution of the country 

should declare ignorance to be entitled to as much political 

power as knowledge . 
Millr s system of plural voting is clearly consistent with 



h i s  "trueW democracy . Should the educated in society, a 

minority group in a system of universal suffrage, lose their 

voice, society could not progress. m i l e  the franchise 

provides to everyone a portion of influence on government, it 

is also a trust for public good that equates reward for mental 

improvement with increased political participation. Because 

it is a f o m  of power not only over oneself but also over 

others, and because human beings are not of equal worth, not  

al1 persons will have an equal claim to political power."' 

Worth is defined as a graduated scale of knowledge: 

When al1 have votes, . . . sorne means by 
which the more intrinsically valuable 
member of society, the one who is more 
capable, more cokpetent for the general 
affairs of life, and possesses more of 
the knowledge applicable to the 
management of the affairs  of the 
comrminity, should, as far as practicable 
be singled out, and allowed a superiority 
of influence proportioned to his higher 
influence . lZ6 

Mill devised a system of plural voting based on education, 

f l a t l y  repudiating property as a basis.lL7 His cornpetency- 

weighted universal suffrage equated occupation with 

intelligence. If an unskilled labourer has one vote, a 

skilled one ought to have two, a foreman three, and so forth. 

Mill was uneasy with the equation and devised a supplementary 

mechanism. An individual would be able to qualify for  any 

number of votes by passing voluntary examinations available 

throughout the country. These examinations would render 

occupation or formal education immaterial.l'o 

49 



It is important to note that unequal voting systems were 

adopted by Mill, not to establish the political hegemony of 

the educated, but in order to bring about the proportional 

representation of an educated minority, " . . .  to  such plurality 

of votes as may prevent them from being always and hopelessly 

outvoted ...""' Hence Mill, although he supported Marshall's 

plan did not favour minorities' returning a higher proportion 

of representatives than their numbers warranted. He was 

resolved that they should return only that proportion to which 

they were entitled. In a letter to James Lorimer Mill 

stressed that the purpose of plural voting was to prevent the 

undue preponderance of a single class. No individual would be 

without a vote, but some persons would be entitled to more 

votes than others. While he agrees to a graduation of 

influence based on Itjust claims", Mill disagrees with 

Lorimer's use of social stratification, of existing 

inequalities of power and position, to justify a scheme of 

plural voting.''l Nor did Mill advocate merely increasing the 

number of representatives of minority groups in Parliament in 

accordance with their proportion in the constit~encies.~~ He 

feared the extension of the franchise to the working classes 

because of its threat ta good government j u s t  as he emphasized 

participation by the educated for the good government of 

al1 . lZ3 

Shirley Letwint s assertion that Mill wanted, I1to f ree the 

superior few from the vulgar manyttU4 is a distortion. Even 



his plural voting system was designed to furnish 

representation to al1 groups and to prevent the 

disproportionate domination of anv group. Mill did not aim to 

widen the gulf between the classes but to bridge it through 

education. He envisaged, "the healing of the standing feud 

between capital and labour; the transformation of human l i f e  

from a conflict of classes struggling for opposite interests 

to a friendly rivalry in the pursuit of a good connion to all; 

the elevation of the dignity of labour; a new sense of 

security and independence in the labouring cl as^...^^^ 

Th-a Hare'r 

Trratirr pe a s  ISlsction Qt IURmmauti-a 

It was the salient merit of Mill's systematic political 

philosophy that he was able to synthesize Tocqueville's 

supposedly irreconcilable opposites, equality and liberty, 

within a democratic frarnework. H e  accomplished this by 

Treat- pn rhe Election adopting Thomas Hare' s ef 

e ~ r e s e n t a t i v e ~ ,  "' a system of persona1 representation that 

was both applicable practically and completely in accord with 

Millt s theoretical precepts . 12' In Mill' s judgment , Hare' s 

book laid the decisive groundwork f o r  the systematic 

development of ptoport ional representation . Minori ties in the 

nation would be proportionately represented by corresponding 

minorities in the legislative a~sembly.~' The principle of 

Representation of Minorities is government of al1 & a l l .  It 



is an indispensable component of a "trueW democracy, f o r  it 

alone provides the vehicle for the opinions and interests even 

of those greatly outnumbered. 

Hare, however, goes considerably further than minority 

representation . His sys tem provides to every individual voter 

a system of persona1 representation, one that , . . . is  not only 

consistent with the due and j u s t  representation of every c lass  

and interest in the kingdom. . . , but1 to be perf ectly carried 
out, must be founded upon the basis of individual 

independence. . . "12' Thus Hare provides the mechanism that 

makes possible the realization within a democratic process of 

the ideals central to M i l l ' s  philosophy: individual liberty, 

contribution and participation. Democratic values of equality 

and universality are strictly maintained, while dissenting 

individuals and groups have a voice. 

Harets plan reduces each 11kingdomn130 to a single 

electorate by a radical redefinition of constituency. While 

electors still cast their votes in the electoral districts in 

which they reside, they are no longer restricted to choose 

only f rom among local, regionally determined candidates. A 

constituency, for the purpose of electing members of 

parliament, is comprised of a group of individuals, who may 

indeed be neighbours or who may be scattered throughout the 

country. Candidates are likewise no longer limited to 

regional electoral districts, but may now receive votes from 

any electors in the entire kingdom. Since voting papers are 



signed and allocated to returned members, each voter knows 

whom he elected, and each member knows who comprises his 

constituency . 13' 
Hare gives to every elector personal representation by 

an ample selection on a "voting paperN of candidates from a 

published "voting list" of al1 candidates. Candidates on the 

Itvoting-paperI1 can be both local and from within the entire 

"kingd~rn.~' The vote counts f o r  only one candidate. When the 

quota on a candidate has been reached, the vote (called a 

"contingent remainderM or estate tail" is transferred to the 

next  successive candidate named on the voting paper. Voting 

quotas are established by dividing the total number of persons 

who have voted (which is known after the e l e c t i o n )  by the 

number of candidates who are to be elected. If, for example, 

600,000 electors voted, and 600 members are t o  be returned t o  

Parliament, then to be successful a candidate would require a 

quota of 1,000 votes .13' After the polls have closed, the 

Returning Officer of each constituency ascertains the number 

of voters and reports this information ta one of the three 

Registrars in London, Edinburgh or Dublin. He then records on 

a certificate the number of votes for each candidate by 

counting only the first named on the voting papers in h i s  

constituency. Papers containing only one name are the first 

to be counted; those with two, second, and so f o r t h  until 

candidates reach the required quota. The voting papers that 

constitute the quotas and so retum members are set aside, and 



successful cadidates' names are at this stage removed from 

the rernaining papers. Unappropriated and excess papers along 

with the certificates are sent to the Registrar. Candidates 

who meet the quota by first-named votes in more than one 

constituency are now elected by adding the numbers on the 

certificates compiled by the Returning Officers. Again the 

voting papers appropriated to a candidate meeting the quota 

are set aside and their names removed from the remaining 

papers. Once al1 first-named candidates have been elected, 

those who gain their quota by rising to the top of papers on 

whlch the elected have had theix names removed are counted. 

At the stage when no more candidates qualify for the quota by 

heading voting papers, the process changes from one of 

selection to one of elimination (because a name cannot be 

removed if a candidate has a chance of being returned) . Those 

with the least votes are eliminated and their names removed 

from the remaining papers, raising the next name to head the 

paper until such time as the required number of members are 

returned to parliament .'33 

Proportional representation solved Mill's dilemma, 

"...of reconciling dernocratic institutions with the 

maintenance of a great social support for dissentient 

opinions. . . .The portion of the House of Cornons returned by an 
union of minorities would & this social support, in its most 

effective fonn; since its members would meet in the same arena 

with the organs of the majority.. . . Mill believed that 



the superiority of power would rest with the majority, as it 

should, but that there would also be a full and fair public 

forum for minorities and dissenting individuals. Even with a 

properly constituted legislative assembly according to t h e  

principle of proportional representation, there remained the 

danger that a single class could still by dint of sheer 

numerical superiority reduce al1 except itself t o  political 

insignificance. However, Mill's enormous confidence in the 

power of intrinsic rnerit and persuasive argument led him to  

believe that dissentient and minority views stood a chance of 

succeeding even against straight maj ori ty  votes i n  the House. 

Mill aims not merely t o  secure a voice for the educated 

classes but for any minority group in society.  When Mill 

argues for majority rule, his majority is a majority of the  

nation as a whole and not a majority of the numerically 

largest class of society: "the tact is that w w  a minority 

very often governs (by being the majority of a majority) while 

under your [Hare' s 1 plan a minority never could by possibility 

do so."I3' It is important to understand that participation 

by al1  and representation of al1 is the essential concern. 

Al1 individuals and al1 groups- -large or small--within society 

are entitled to a voice in government. This voice was as 

important for the largely disftanchised working classes of 

Mill's day as it would be at some future time for an educated 

or propertied minority under universal suffrage? Mill 

envisaged a programme that would have the advantages of 



promoting both democratic political participation and able 

govemment . Aristocratie and middle-class pre judices served, 

in Mill' s view, to retard social and political improvement . 
This could best be corrected by an increase in working-class 

participation. 

In Haret s scheme representation becomes t r u ly  equal , 

because every member of Parliament is the representative of a 

unanimous const ituency , and every voter has a representat ive 

in the House. More importantly, however, is that individual 

liberty, so vital to Mill, can be seen as having gained a 

degree of express ion wi thin an equal and universal 

representative system, ideals which Tocqueville considered 

quite irreconcilable. Minotities benef it , because they are 

not bound exclusively to local representation. This affords 

candidates with acknowledged persona1 merits an opportunity 

for success by recognition throughout the country. Candidates 

with a purely local reptation lose their advantage, because 

electors now have an unrestricted opportunity to contribute 

towards quotas elsewhere, which may be f i l l e d  by rival 

candidates. This would alleviate the serious problem that 

Mill identifies with democratic societies, namely that the 

individuals best suited for government are not elected.I3' 

While party organization would st i l l  be a great force, their 

power would be reduced, since voters could choose candidates 

independently on the basis of their persona1 merits rather 

than their party affiliation. The result would be an assembly 



consisting of the best qualified candidates, for parties would 

be obliged to field able and disthguished candidates instead 

of depending upon purely local p~pularity.'~' Entirely in 

accord with t h e i r  concern for the rights of the individual and 

of marginalized groups Mill and Hare flatly condemn the 

exclusion of women from the suffrage .las 

On examination Harets scheme under a system of universal 

suffrage would not be disadvantageous to the working classes 

as electors. However, in terms of the number of 

representatives elected working-class electors would return 

fewer members to parliament under Harets plan than under a 

simple majority system, because they would not benefit from 

the undue preponderance accorded the majority in a flfalsefr 

dernocracy . They would return representatives only 

proportionate to theit numbers . Minorities would benef it , for 
they too would return their proportional number of members, 

not fewer. While minorities would enjoy a more favourable 

representation under Harets scheme than under current systems 

based on straight majority nile ,  the f airness of the weighting 

is indisputable. 

Mill, when he adopted Harets plan, revised and even 

abandoned some of his own views that  he had published only a 

month earlier? The idea of plural voting was now 

unnecessary, since it could be replaced with Hare's system of 

personal representation. "' Here M i l l  may indeed appear 

unsystematic and inconsistent ; however, in changing his  



position in midstream in the practical domain, he reinforces 

his integrity and commitment to his highly systematic 

philosophy, honestly recognizing that Harets electoral scheme 

better served his philosophical ideals than his own devices 

had done. 

Millf s concepts of democracy, which have given rise to 

charges of inconsistency and of an e l i t i s t  scheme for 

government by the educated  classe^,"^ are clearly vindicated 

here. For Mill's democracy is in the final analysis a 

universal and equally weighted systern of majority rule. Every 

aault votes.  Al1 votes are equally weighted. A majority of 

the House will casry, and the most numerous representation in 

the House will reflect the most numerous groups within the 

nation. However, representation in the House must be a 

reflection of the nation itself, representing al1 the 

interests within the country proportionally . In falsel1 

dernocracies minorities are eliminated firstly at the electoral 

process and then again, without representation, at the 

deliberative stage. For example, if three fifths of the 

electors vote for one candidate and two fifths for another, 

every individual of the latter group becomes politically non- 

existant. H i s  intelligence and preference contributes in no 

way to the membership of a Parliament by whose laws and 

policies he is to be ruled. Similarly, if in five 

constituencies 604 of the voters in each vote for a candidate 

from a given party, five members from that party w i l l  be 



returned to the House, whereas none will be returned from the 

losing Party. This leaves 40% of the electors i n  each of the 

fivc constituencies (and by extension of the tota l  population) 

without representation. In contemporary democracies 

minorities are deprived of representation in two stages. 

Firstly by, say, a three-fifths majority at the polls, and 

then again by, Say, a 51% vote in the House of Commons. This 

is government by a minority and not by the majority .145 

W a m u a 8 i  Suffrage 

Mill ' s philosophy of proportional representation, 

revolved around the concept that any goveniment divided into 

a governing part and a governed part is an aristocratic 

government. No true democracy will leave large groups within 

the c o m n i t y  without political rights . 14' Consequently he 

strives ta bring marginalized groups, those under-reptesented 

and women, with no representation at all, into the sphere of 

political participation. In so doing Mill became the 

principal nineteenth-century spokesman for universal suffrage. 

Regarding women, he States, ? . . f  will never j o in  in any 

movement for what is called manhood suffrage. Adult suffrage 

is what 1 contend for. " Regarding universal suffrage, he 

continues, ". . . 1 consider an educational qualification, to 
the extent of reading and writing ... indispensable. It is to 

be hoped that before long, this restriction w i l l  no longer 

exclude anyb~dy;'!''~ Hence, once Mill is able to ensure 



minority representation, literacy is virtually the sole basis 

on which an individual may be excluded f r ~ m  an equal and 

universal political system of participation.14' 

It is not only in the political forum that Mill insists 

on equality for women but also in civil life, and especially 

in marriage. Suffrage is especially important, because women 

are subject to the authority of men, but suffrage is only a 

small part of the larger issue: that of complete civil 

equality . 14' The essence of Mill' s argument for enf ranchising 

women, which he put foward in his parliamentary speech on May 

20th, 1867,150 rests on the principles of justice and those of 

the British Constitution. Justice neither extends the 

franchise as an abstract right , nor as a demand that political 

functions be bestowed on all, but when it is withheld, this 

can only be on a basis  of either persona1 unfitness or public 

danger. Neither of these can be attributed to women in any 

measure not equally applicable to men. Thus every plea of 

justice that can be brought to bear upon granting the suffrage 

to any man will apply equally to any woman. Exclusion 

violates one of the oldest and most cherished principles of 

the British Constitution: that taxation and representation are 

coextensive. Women who pay taxes contribute exactly the same 

amount and under exactly the same conditions as their male 

counterparts. Moreover, women who either own or lease 

property have the same stake in the country as men. Their 

exclusion is purely on the basis of sex. If women are denied 



representation, their taxation is "repugnant to the particular 

principles of the B r i t i s h  Constitution. lllsl 

In Mill's v i e w  the women who did not w i s h  to have 

suffrage were Eew, and these were still under the numbing 

influence of an education that deadens the spirit  by 

propagating the idea that public interests were not a concern 

proper for women. Mill countered the contention that women, 

because they possess so much indirect power through their 

influence over male relatives and friends. ought not also to 

be given direct power by responding that the wealthy, who also 

have great influence, have not been excluded from the 

franchise . Conceding that women may exert great influence 

over men Mill points out that precisely because this influence 

is indirect, it is without political weight. Regarding 

education, despite the claim that the most important part of 

a national education is that of mothexs, who educate the 

future men of the nation. M i l l  finds that in practice quite 

the opposite is encountered. Vast sums of money are spent on 

male education; far less, on female. This great imbalance to 

the disadvantage of women Mill attributes directly to their 

political exclusion. Not only do women not have political 

representation, they are often unfairly treated by those who 

do. As an example Mill cites Christ's Hospital. An endowment 

was bestowed on this institution that provided for general 

education, not for boys but expressly for bath sexes. On 

examination, the enrolment figures indicated that 1100 boys 



and 26 girls comprised the general educational programme. 

Mill concluded that suffrage had to be extended to women on 

precisely the same terms as to men. At such time as the vote 

was to be extended to al1 men it should then also be extended 

to al1  women . Wowever , since a property qualification was 

required at present, the immediate requisite was the extension 

of suffrage to those women that met the qualification. 

Although Mill's amendment lost by 196 to 73,''' he considered 

it a victory, for the debate sparked sufficient interest to 

lead to the formation on June 6, 1867 of The London National 

Society for Women's By enfranchising women more 

attention would be paid to physical and moral evils in 

society, and this would help prevent the enactment of such bad 

laws as, for example, the Tontagious Diseases ~cts~.l~' Mill 

opposed merging women's enfranchisement with universal 

suffrage. He believed that as suffrage was extended, the 

likely compromises would be in favour of enfranchising working 

men while maintaining the exclusion of women. This he saw as 

particularly hannful because he believed that working-class 

men would not support women's enfranchisement, which might 

then be set back for at least a whole generation.lS5 WomenOs 

suffrage had to precek universal suffrage. 

Mill believed that the legal subordination of one sex to 

another was wrong in itself and a l so  acted as a hindrance to 

human improvement. It had to be replaced by a principle of 

complete equality without privilege or disability on either 



side. The inequality of rights between men and women stemmed 

from the law of the strongest. Rlthough civilization had 

advanced to a point where rule by sheer force was widely 

condemned, with regard to women customs and laws based on the 

antiquated principle of might were still evident. Mill asks 

how different is the power of men over women from such 

arbitrary powess, based on laws of force, as absolute monarchy 

and slavery, which have virtually disappeared in Europe and 

Arnerica due ta the general abhorrence they evoke?lS6 

The social subordination of women, founded on the concept 

that sex at birth should be the sole and proper condition of 

whether an individual may be allowed to compete for certain 

things, remains the only relic of despotism in the modem 

world . 15' To the contention that the law of force does not 

apply in the case of the rule of men over women as women are 

consenting parties and accept it voluntarily Mill replies that 

many women do not accept it, and many have recorded fonnal 

written protests against their social condition, and that 

women in many countries are agitating for women's rights 

despite the fact that they were taught to repress such 

aspirations as contrary to the proprieties of their sex.15' 

Some actively agitate against the oppression and disabilities 

rnany women suffer at the hands of their husbands; some for 

educational equality; and some for the limited object of 

obtaining the political franchise. While these activities 

oppose the consequences of the law enforcing the rule of men 



over women, they do not directly oppose the law itself. Mill 

observes that no enslaved class ever asked for complete 

liberty al1 at once and that, "It is a political law of nature 

that those who are under power of ancient origin, never begin 

by complaining of the power itself, but only of its oppressive 

exercise. nr59 

Women are held in subjection because of the natural 

attraction between the sexes and because of their entire 

dependence upon their husbands : any pleasure , ob j ect of human 

pursuit, social ambition or material gain is obtained 

exclusively through him. She becomes not a forced but willing 

slave. In one of his earliest publications Mill had already 

observed that helplessness of body and mind and even cowardice 

are, In a woman. . .most admired of attributes. II'60 It is in 

this way that men have acquired power over the minds of women 

and that women have unnaturally represented themselves as 

meek, submissive and resigned as an essential part of sexual 

attractiveness, a representation that enables men to continue 

to hold them in a state of subjection.16' 

What is now called the nature of women 
is an eminently artificial thing - the 
result of forced septession in some 
directions, unnatural stimulation in 
others. It may be asserted without 
scruple, that no other class of 
dependents have had their character so  
entirely distorted f rom its natural 
proportions by their relation with their 
masters . . . 

Laws or social noms are unnecessary to deter women from 



unsuitable activities. Competition with men will either 

include them in or exclude them from areas in accordance with 

their respective abilities. lC3 Matriage ought to be an equal 

partnership entered i n t o  willingly, not a forced estate 

because al1 other doors are closed leaving women with Hobson's 

choice - marriage or nothing.16' Mill envisaged a new otder 

in which relations between the sexes would be anchored not 

only in j u s t  equality but now also in sympathetic association. 

Already many women, especially in the higher classes, were 

living in a s p i r i t  of j u s t  and lawful equality. The principle 

of the modern movement in morals and politics is that conduct 

earns respect. It is not what they are but what men do that 

constitutes their claim to deference. Above all, merit, not 

birth, is the only rightful claim to power and a ~ t h o t i t y ? ~  

Mill singled out four salient advantages in the f u l l  equality 

and f reedom of women. The most universal and penrading of al1 

human relations would be regulated by justice instead of 

injustice. The mental f aculties available for the higher 

service of humanity would double. The moral regeneration of 

mankind can only really commence on a footing of equality and 

justice. Fina l ly  the most direct benefit would be the gain in 

happiness of the liberated half of the species. lu The love of 

power and the love of liberty are in eternal antagonim. 

Where there is least liberty, the passion for power is the 

most ardent and unscrupul~us.~~~ 

Peminist theorists largely consider a m i e c t i ~  af 



Women flawed as feminist theory and inadequate as a feminist 

treatise. The central problem is the contradiction between 

equality in public and patriarchy in private: a political 

vision of equality is in sharp contrast with conventional 

assumptions about women's role in patriarchal families."' 

Jennifer Ring's argument that it is Millf s Iipurer1 empiricist 

methodology that limits his analysis is the most plausible. 

She obsefves that his "efforts are thwarted by his inability 

to argue from anything but an empirical basis, grounding his 

evidence in historical data which serve both to stereotype 

women's 'good' qualities and to judge women's potential by 

what is observable £rom an admittedly unjust hist~ry.~~~'~ 

Mill's method locks him into the past because he relies on 

historical experience. In the case of women it is neither an 

inspiring past nor even a past of normal development. 

Breaking with the past to a position grounded in the future 

would be inconsistent with his empiricist rnethodology. In The 

Subiection of Women Mill indeed has a methodological problem, 

but it does not deter this work from being an effective 

political vehicle for a programme of progress for women. Ring 

asserts that history, "had excluded women from competition ... 
from successfully competing with men in areas where they have 

not already accumulated expertise." Accordingly their 

situation will not adequately be resolved by Mill's laissez- 

faire solution of free-market c~mpetition."~ Ring is wrong 

when she concludes that Mill's non-advocacy of govenrnent 



legislation stems from a methodological problem. It is a much 

broader philosophical issue that extends to the centre of 

Millt s i iberal democracy. The powers of government must be 

curtailed, not extended, in order to 

Legislation to secure a cornpetitive 

men in the marketplace would 

contradiction to Mill's principles. 

to be eradicated not fostered. 

ensure personal l iberty. 

advantage f o r  women over 

be privilege in flat 

Privilege under l a w  has 



CONTROVERSY REGARDING MILL'S WORK: 

THE PROBLEM OF CONSISTENCY AND CHARGES OF ELITISM 

In assessing the problem of consistency it is essential 

to distinguish theoretical precepts from their practical 

applications. Mill was aware that the former had l i t t l e  value 

unless they could be realized within contemporazy English 

society. Yet it is precisely here that inconsistencies, even 

contradictions appear. Compromises in application hardly 

furnish evidence of philosophical inconsistency. Mill's views 

on democracy and representation had not been developed with a 

view exclusively towards either the nineteenth century or 

Britain. They transcend time and place. Mill ' s conception 

was of a democratic state that would corne to exist in the 

future and in many countries, once an appropriate stage of 

civilization had been attained when human development, through 

education, had reached a requisite intellectual and moral 

level . In dealing with matters of practical politics Mill had 

to bridge the gap between the r e a l i t i e s  of his time and the 

ideal democratic state. To this end he stood for Parliament, 

and as a member promoted and worked towatds the realization of 

his ptinciples. Critics have a l s o  pointed t o  inconsistencies 



between Mill s earlier and later thought. m i l e  this 

viewpoint is without challenge correct, it seems right to 

judge ar. author on the major works of his maturity, in Mill's 

case spanning some thirty years from 1840 to 1870. 

Barly and modern scholars have charged M i l l  with 

elitism,I7' while others have stressed the democratic 

dimension."' There are also charges that his social and 

political thought is inconsistent and c~ntradictory,'~~ while 

others emphasize unity, consistency and coherence of 

thought 2'' Since much of this has already been discussed 

above, two authors only will receive further attention. 

Gertrude Himelfarb charges Mill both with inconsistency and 

elitism. She points to a II. . .conflict between John Stuart 
Mill, author of pn -, and the 'other' John Stuart Mill, 

the bulk of whose work, it is argued here, represents a quite 

different mode of liberal th~ught."''~ She argues that while 

Mill in pn W t v ,  gives to each individual socially and 

culturally an equal voice and equal power, he fails to do so 

in the political domain.'" Al though Himmel f arb ' s 

interpretation has received extensive criticism, her assertion 

would have a degree of validity if Mill could be assessed 

exclusively on his early political policies. It is true that 

Mill fears an equal voice and equal power for each individual, 

a level field in politics; however, both Himelfarb and her 

critics miss the key issue. Mill finally does give an equal 

voice and equal power to every individual in the political 



domain under proportional representation. Just as liberty in 

culture and society carries with it the restraining component 

cf accountability to society for onet s actions, eo politicalïy 

the restraining component is the responsible selection of the 

best representatives , a process ensured by proportional 

representation. When scholars omit or only pattially consider 

Harets electoral scheme as an integral component of Mill's 

representation. their assertions are without foundation; for 

it is precisely within proportional representation that Mill 

is able to adopt a universal and equally- weighted suffrage. 17' 

In 1859 prior ta adopting Harets echeme Mill States, "...in 

looking forward to universal suffrage ..., 1 altogether dissent 
from ... advocacy of electoral districts. ... as a means of giving 
equal weight to the vote of every individual and proceeds to 

outline a system of plural voting based on education.'" While 

universal suif rage is adopted, equal weighting of votes 

clearly is not. Two years later after converting to Harets 

plan Mill contends, " . . .we might expect that al1 , except . . . the 
recipients of parish relief. would be in possession of votes, 

so that the suffrage would be, with that slight abatement 

universal. "17' Here too Mill advocates universal suffrage but 

now within the framework of proportional representation an 

equally weighted voting system is feasible. As he professes, 

"So much confidence. indeed, have we in the moral efficacy of 

such a representation of minorities as Mr Harets echeme would 

give, that we should not despair of its rendering ultimately 



unnecessary the systern, of. . . plural voting. 'Ila0 If I1two 

Millsw exist at all, it would be a pre-lare and post-lare 

The same argument applies t o  Paul Kern's position that 

Hare' s plan, 

proposed a radical change in ordet to 
preserve a  tat tus W. A t  best it 
attempted to combine dernocracy with the 
best features of aristocratic ru le .  But 
Harefs lack of enthusiasrn for a wider 
suffrage, Mill's plural-voting plan and 
the scarcely concealed fear of both that 
the working class might actually rule  
betrayed a prcfound lack of canf idence in 
the future direction of modem democratic 
politics ."l 

Ken is correct regarding Mill's tear of straight majority 

votes and his concern to secure high quality political 

influence and leadership. However, an equally weighted voting 

system of universal suffrage based on the proportional 

representation of a l 1  groups not only curtails aristocratic 

domination, but accords the working class its j u s t  hegemony 

and prepares optirnistically for a future very different from 

the past . Kern's analysis is anachronistic; for when Mill 

adopts Hare' s plan, he drops plural voting. Moreover, Mill8 s 

"fearlI was not that universal suffrage would lead to working- 

class Mrulel'. H e  supported the idea that the largest 

proportion within the nation would have the largest 

representation in parliament. His fear was that the working 

class would be the rulers and that al1  other voices would 

be drowned out. 



Mill's thinking is without question both dernacratic and 

elitist. These are neither contradictory nor unsystematic 

within the whole scheme. On the one hand he calls for full 

public participation in politics, the democratic dimension; 

and on the other, for the participation of the educated in the 

policy-making sphere of government, the elitist dimension. 

The question is what el i te  group or viewpoint did he 

represent? Certainly it is not the aristocracy. Çome may 

consider it to  be either the  educated or the middle class , the 

l a t t e r  in  accord with utilitarian doctrine. Yet the evidence 

does not support this conclusion. In fact, Mill disregards 

forma1 education as a basis for moral integrity in politics. 

He is equally sceptical regarding the middle c lasses .  Their 

enonnous growth in numbers and influence concerns him, and he 

seeks couterbalances. The charge that Mill meant to secure 

the leadership of superior individuals is accurate, but in the 

last analysis he gives society the final vote. He constructs 

no safeguards to ensure leadership by the elite: the majority 

will still be in a position to outvote the minority. How then 

can society be protected from stagnation? Mill's answer lies 

in his vision that a higher type of humanity will emerge from 

the moral and intellectual integrity of rational individuals. 

In their willingness to t u r n  an open mind to the truth that 

must emerge from the conflict of opposites, from the 

dissenting opinions of minorities and even eccentrics , mankind 

will imptove and flourish in  a progressive society to the 



extent that each will operate on a higher moral and 

intellectual level for the comon good. Crane Brinton's 

argument that Mill profoundly distrusted human beings and that 

he was inconsistent when he placed human nature as a 

faundation for liberty is wrong.'" Although Brinton refers 

extensively to Mill's writings that express a negative view of 

hurnan nature, Brinton overlooks Mill's ideal being in an ideal 

society. Mill's disdain was directed primarily towards the 

society in which he lived and especially the English 

aristocracy .lm Earlier, James Fitzjames Stephen, Mill's f irst 

prominent critic, put forwatd a position quite opposite to 

Brinton's. He found Mill's great defect to be that he formed 

too f avourable an estimate of human nature. la' Stephen* s view 

is an oversimplif ication. Although in the final analysis Mill 

does favour human nature and posits it as the basis of 

progress in society, he nonetheless has serious reservations. 

His preoccupation with tolerance and liberty, for example, is 

predicated on fostering and promoting a human being, superior 

in virtue and intelligence to those of his time. If Stephen 

is correct, why would Mill have deemed it necessary to 

contrive so sophisticated, rigorous and extensive a 

philosophical system of the individual, society and 

government? Mill* s confidence lies in the idea that, in a 

conducive 

character 

1 ndividual 

system, individuals would be able to attain a 

requisi te to ensure a progressive society . 
liberty entails accountability to society as a 



whole, and political authority is constrained by the 

distribution of power among a variety of participating groups . 

These are the bulwarks against not only mediocrity and 

stagnation but also the abuse of pol i t i ca l  power. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Mill is a systematic thinker, whose thought is consistent 

throughout his major works. As has been demonstrated, and as 

many modern scholars concur, Mill's moral and i n t e l l ec tua l  

ideal of the individual is wholly compatible with his ideal 

society and its institutions . las It hast however, also been 

demonstrated that Mill's consistency of thought extends ont0 

the political stage, a consideration not given its due weight 

by many scholars. When Mill's theoretical views are measured 

in tems of a practical political application, they will be 

understood in tems of their proper foundation, and their 

interpretation will take on new meaning. Consistency of 

thought, however, implies neither the absence of tension nor 

that al1 fundamental problems are resolved. The principles of 

participation and cornpetence, though reconciled, are still to 

some degree conflicting values. Although Mill's thought 

throughout his works coheres, this must not be confused with 

h i s  view that conflict and dissension of thought are essential 

to the political processes of aprogressive society. Tension, 

as a function of antagonism, is a central construct of Mill's 

political thought . For this reason Mill ' s theory must not be 

purged of opposing values where the system does not explicitly 



do so. 

From a late twentieth-century perspective Mill's views on 

wornen's rights have achieved full justification. While Mill 

solved the theoretical problem of representation more than a 

century ago, his views in the political forum of the twentieth 

century have been almost totally ignored, and his predictions 

regarding the dangers inherent in a "faleen democracy are not 

without contemporary examples. Our society frequently 

discourages individualism and stifles dissent: the "tyranny 

of the majorityN is still a serious issue. The opinion of the 

majority is now llcorrectw and often the only one tolerated. 

Bven the hardiest politician might hesi tate  to suggest the 

idea of an intellectually or morally superior individual. On 

what basis can we claim our "false" democtatic system to be 

conducive to progress within our society? 
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